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As the results of this study are examined, one must take into consideration that only the

mechanical exhaust air flows were measu¡ed. Because there are leaks through open doors and

openings in fenestration, some actual exchange rates may be different, especially where the

measured air flows were very low or no air outlet was in the room (in which case the exhaust

air flow was recorded as zero). Also, the measured air flow does not take into account the

ventilation effectiveness in the room, which may affect the indoor air quality.
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND COST AT HIGHER VENTILATION
RATES IN AN OFFICE BUILDING IN MONTRÉAL
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,{BSTRACT

This paper presents the impact of higher ventilation rates on the energy consumption and cost

of a large office building in Monréal, which was evaluated by computer simulation. Four
conlrgurations of the VAV system were analyzed: (i) with heat recovery from the exhaust ai¡
and the condenseß, (ii) with heat recovery only from the exhaust air, (iii) with heat recovory

only from the condensers, and (iv) without heat recovery. The amount of outdoor air was

eirher kept constrant or was conüolled by the mixing temperanre. The ventilation rate was

assumed to be increased from the actual value to that recommended by the ASHRAE Standard
62-1989 or even higher. On average, the energy consumption increases at a rate of about2.3Vo

and the cost by 2.77o for each increment of 2.5 Lls/person of the ventilation rate, when the

system uses a fixed amount of outdoor ai¡. When the outdoor air rate is conrolled by the

mixing temperature and the ventilation rate is smaller than 20 L/sþerson, the increase of
energy consumption and cost is negligible.

INTRODUCTION

^SHRAE 
Standa¡d 62-1989 "Ventilation for Acceptable Indoor Air Quality" specifies two

a.lternative procedures to design and operate a ventilation system for achieving acceptable

indoor air quality: (i) Ventilation Rate Procedure, and (ii) Air Quality Procedure. The first
procedure prescribes the minimum outdoor air ventilaúon rates to be delivered by HVAC
systems in commercial a¡rd residential facilities. The minimum ventilation rate for ofnice
buildings was increased from 2.5 L/sþerson, as required by the previous standard, to 10

l./s/person. However, soon after its publication, ASHRAE Standard 62-1989 was contested
rcgiuding the global approach as well as the recommended values for ventilation rates. For
instance, some rcsearcheÍs recommended higher values for the ventilation rates in office
buildings of 20 or even 50 Uslpenon (1).

Âlthough most building managers are very sensitive to factors such as ma¡ket conditions,
pubtic image, quality of indoor air, and tenants satisfaction, they also look at the increase in
energy cost. Moreover, they ask questions about the proofs of beneficial effects of higher
lentililtion rates on occupants health and productivity. Some answers to their questions
regarding the energy cost can be rerieved in previous publications by Eto and Meyer (2), Eto
(3), Pacihc Northwest Laboratory (4), and Zmeureanu and Stylianou (5), which indicated
bascd on computer simulation that the increase of ventilation rate from 2.5 L/s/person to 10

l/s/person is expected to increase the total energy cost by l.\Vo up To 12.4Vo, depending on
f¡ctors such as: size of building, type of HVAC system, and source of energy. The evaluation
of physiological and psychological effects of higher ventilation rates on people is one

inrportant factor to be investigated. However, bec¿ruse of the limited information regarding this
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subject, this paper presents only the evaluation of the impact of higher ventilation rates on the

"n.igy 
.onrrrption and cost of an existing ofhce building in Montréal, as a conribution to

this discussion.

COMPUTER SIMULATION

The office building, which was selected as a base case for this study, has 28 floors above

ground and a total floo. ut u of about 100,000 m'. Some features with an important effect on

the energy performance are the following:
- a fi*ed à*ount of outdoor air, of about 7.6 L/s/person, is brought into the building between

3:00 a.m. ¿¡d 8:00 p.m.; at the time of construction, the outdoor air rate was higher than the

recommended valuès of both ASHRAE Standards and bylaws of the city of Montéal,

- two Variable Air Volume (VAV) systems ale used on each floor, with a total supply air flow

rate of ll.4Lls/m2; during the heating season (October to May), the system for the perimeter

zones only reci¡culates the retum ai¡, which is heated up to 37.8oC, before to be introduced

underneath the windows; in summer, there is a mixing between the return air and a fixed

amount of outdoor air, and the supply temperature is kept at 15.8"C; the second system

supplies to the interior zone a mixed air (retum and outdoor air) at 15.8'C in summer and

wlnter,
- indoor set-point temperature is 22.5"C for the cooling and heating operation, between 5:ü)

a.m. and tì:00 p.m; the night set-back temperature is 16.0oC'

- heat eliminated by the condensers of two double-bundle chillers, with a total capacity of

6000 kV/, is recovered between 6:00 a.m and 7:00 p.m during the heating system, and then

used for reheating and humidification,
- during the cooling season, two centrifugal chillers with a total capacity of 8000 kW a¡e userl;

the heat from condensers is evacuated through the cooling towers'

- heat recovered from the exhaust ai¡ is used to preheat the outside air.

typical floors. Several thermal zones were defined on each floor: four perimeter zones, one

inierior zonc ancl onc ceiling plenum. A one-ycar simulation of the energy pcrforrnitncc o[ this

building takes about 400 s on a 486150 MHz micro-processor. The calibration of the computer

model, which was performed by comparing the predictions with the measured energ¡'

consumprion and cosr of the existing building, as obtained from the monthly utility bills,

shows a good agreement. The and cost for electricity and gas wen

predicted within 87o of the attern of monthly performance is

ãdequately simulated. On the ctions afe within 107o difference'

In orcler 1o evaluate the impact o[ heat recovery systems on the increase of encrgv

consumption, four configurations were simulated: (i) with heat recovery from the exhaust air

and the condensers, (ii) with heat recovery only from the exhaust air, (iii) with heat recoven'

only from the condensers, of outdoor air rval

either kept constant or was r each configuration

and control type, the venti the actual situation

(7.6 L/s/person) to 10, 20, 30 and 40 L/s/person

RESULTS

In the case of this particular building, when the amount of outdoor air is controlled by the
mixing temperature, the total energy consumption is expected to be grcater than in the case

of a system with a fixed amount (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Increase of energy consumption at higher
ventilation rates.

Ilowever, for an existing building it is more important to evaluate the increase of total energy
consumption and cost with respect to the present situation. The energy use increases by 1.7-
1.970 (Figure 2) and the cost by 2.2-2.4Vo (Figure 3), when the ventilation rate increases from
rhe present situation of T.íUslperson to 10 L/sþerson, in a system with a fixed amount
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Figure 2. Increase of energy use due to the increase o[
ventilation rate from 7.6 L/s/person to 10.0 Uslperson.



of outdoor air, for all four configurations. When the ventilation rate is conrolled by the

mixing temperature, the increase of ventilation rate has a negligible imPact on the energy

consumption and cost. Therefore, a VAV system with a fixed amount of outdoor air is more

sensitive to the increase of ventilation rate that a system controlled by the mixing temperature.

The use of heat recovered from the exhaust air to preheat the outside ai¡, and therefore to

reduce the electricity used by the preheating coil, has a noticeable impact on the increase of

energy use and cost, only when the ventilation rate is higher than 20 L/s/person. For instance,

in a system with a fixed amount of outdoor air, the largest increase of energy use (Figure 4)
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Figure 3. Increase, of energy cost due to the increase of
ventilation rate from 7.6 L,/s/person to 10.0 L/sþenon.
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Figure 4. Increase of energy use in the case of a VAV
system with a fixed amount of outdoor air.

and cost is obtained by using conhgurations without heat recovery from the exhaust air (iii
and iv). The smallest increase is obtained by a system with heat recovery from the exharrst

air, as well rs by a system with heat recovery from the exhaust air and the condensers. In thc

case of a system controlled by the mixing temperature, there is an important increase of the

cnergy consumption (Figure 5) and cost at ventilation rates greater than 20 L/sþerson, when
the heat recovery from the exhaust air is not used. On average, the energy consumption
increases at a rate of about 2.3Vo and the cost by 2.7Vo for each increment of 2.5 L/s/person
of the ventilation rate between 7.6 L/s/person and 40.0 l,/s/person, when the system uses a
f rxed amount of outdoor air. When the outdoor ai¡ rate is conrolled by the mixing temperature
and the ventilation rate is smaller than 20 L/sþerson, the increase of energy consumption rnd
cost is negligible.
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Figure 5. Increase of energy use in the case of a VAV
system where the outdoor air controlled by the mixing
temperature.

C0NCLUSIONS

In the case of a system with a fixed amount of outdoor ai¡, the increase of ventilation rate
from7.6 L/sþerson to 10.0 L/sþerson is expected to lead to an increase of energy
consumption up to 1.97o and energy cost up to 2.4Vo. Since previous evaluations have
considcred the increase of ventilation rate from 2.5 L/s/person to 10.0 Uslperson, our results
are extraPolated for that condition, and the results show an increase ofenergy use up to 5.97o
and of energy cost up to 7.5Vo. This increase of the energy cost is higher than those obtained
for Montréal by Eto and Meyer (1.87o) and Zmeureanu tnd Stylianot (3.2Vo). If the existing
buil<ling operates with a fixed amount of outdoor atr (7.6 L/sþerson) and without heat
recovery systems, then the increase of energy consumption is expected to be about l.7%o for
an increase of the ventilation rate up to 10 L/s/person. However, if in addition a heat recovery
lvslcnl [r<¡m the condensers is installed, then the energy consulnption will be retluced by
7.2o/c.

ln the case of an existing building, the increase of the ventilation rate might also require the
rcplacement of fans and ai¡ ducts, if they are already at the maximum capacity, which
involves additional costs for both equipment and labour. In the case of a new design, the
ariditional cost for fans and ai¡ ducts corresponds only to the increment with respect to the

resent practice.
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ÄBSTRÄCT

INTRODUCTION '/"

Today, exhaust mechanical ventilation systems represent an increasing market sha¡e in

moderate climates. National Standards have focussed On the pefformance of exhaust

each ventilation element.

Another way to limit the draught risk is to require self regulated air inlets. France has

adopted this teclrrical solutio¡i rvhicir offers a constant flowrate with a pressure difference

between 20 and 100 Pa.

The aim of this research was to study air flow pattefls and diffusion within the room at

various pressure and temperature differences and to identify any discomfort problems

g.n".tt"h by various seliregulated air inlets in real conditions [1]'

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

I\{ethodolog¡r

The airflotv paÍerns i-rrduced by various air i¡rlets were investigated usirrg rwo experimental

techniques :


